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ABSTRACT
In Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) we recently identified deregulated expression of
homeobox genes MSX1 and OTX2 which are physiologically involved in development
of the embryonal neural plate border region. Here, we examined in HL homeobox gene
SIX1 an additional regulator of this embryonal region mediating differentiation of
placodal precursors. SIX1 was aberrantly activated in 12 % of HL patient samples in
silico, indicating a pathological role in a subset of this B-cell malignancy. In addition,
SIX1 expression was detected in HL cell lines which were used as models to reveal
upstream factors and target genes of this basic developmental regulator. We detected
increased copy numbers of the SIX1 locus at chromosome 14q23 correlating with
enhanced expression while chromosomal translocations were absent. Moreover,
comparative expression profiling data and pertinent gene modulation experiments
indicated that the WNT-signalling pathway and transcription factor MEF2C regulate
SIX1 expression. Genes encoding the transcription factors GATA2, GATA3, MSX1 and
SPIB – all basic lymphoid regulators - were identified as targets of SIX1 in HL. In
addition, cofactors EYA1 and TLE4, respectively, contrastingly mediated activation and
suppression of SIX1 target gene expression. Thus, the protein domain interfaces may
represent therapeutic targets in SIX1-positive HL subsets. Collectively, our data reveal
a gene regulatory network with SIX1 centrally deregulating lymphoid differentiation
and support concordance of lymphopoiesis/lymphomagenesis and developmental
processes in the neural plate border region.

and Hodgkin lymphoma (HL) [5–7]. This gene is
physiologically expressed in early lymphopoiesis and
undergoes silencing upon differentiation [7, 8]. Extended
activity of MSX1 or aberrant expression of other members
of the NKL subclass restrains differentiation and promotes
the pathogenesis of lymphoid malignancies [5, 9].
Additional homeobox genes physiologically involved in
lymphopoiesis and in lymphoid malignancies if mutated or
deregulated include PAX5 and ZHX2 [7, 10, 11].
HL is a B-cell malignancy in which infiltrated
lymphoid tissues contain just a few malignant Hodgkin/
Reed-Sternberg (HRS) cells and many bystander cells,
including activated lymphocytes, plasma cells and
granulocytes [12]. Deregulation of several signalling
pathways mediate aberrant cell communications and

INTRODUCTION
Homeobox genes encode transcription factors
(TFs) which regulate basic developmental processes
during embryogenesis and in the adult. They share the
conserved homeodomain which performs binding to
both DNA and protein cofactors and serves to divide
these genes into classes and subclasses [1]. Additional
conserved regions found in the SINE class of homeobox
genes include the SIX-domain representing an additional
interface for protein interactions [2]. Homeobox genes
are systematically deregulated in many types of cancer
including lymphoid malignancies [3, 4]. For example,
NKL subclass homeobox gene MSX1 is aberrantly
activated in acute T-cell leukemia, mantle cell lymphoma,
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promote survival [12]. Compromised B-cell development
has been highlighted as a major aspect of the pathogenesis
in HL from analysis of gene expression profiles of cell
lines and microdissected primary HRS cells [13–15]. Main
TFs important for B-cell development are absent, reduced
or inactivated, including EBF1, OCT2, PAX5, TCF3, and
ZHX2, generating B-cells with incomplete phenotypes.
Overexpressed ID2 and ABF1 proteins and ectopic
activation of the T-cell specific TF GATA3 are additional
features of disturbed B-cell differentiation in HL [16, 17].
Recently, we identified aberrantly activated
expression of the homeobox genes MSX1 and OTX2 in
HL, mediating inhibition of B-cell differentiation [7, 18].
Interestingly, both genes are involved in the embryonal
development of the neural plate border region and its
descendant neural crest and placodes [19, 20]. These
cells/tissues are basically involved in the development
of head structures and its sensory facilities. SIX genes
regulate developmental processes in this embryonic
context, constituting the preplacodal region [19].
Moreover, aberrant activation of SIX1 has been reported
in tumorigenesis including breast cancer, colorectal cancer
and hepatocellular carcinoma, highlighting its oncogenic
potential [2]. Here, we analyzed the expression, regulation
and function of this homeobox gene in the context of HL,
revealing an oncogenic network compromising B-cell
differentiation therein.

transcripts in bone marrow (BM), lymph nodes (LN)
and thymus but not in mature B- or T-cells (Fig. 1B),
indicating a physiological role for this homeobox gene in
early lymphopoiesis. The expression level of SIX1 in cell
line L-428 was much higher as compared to the primary
normal samples, implying aberrant activity in HL. Western
blot analysis detected SIX1 protein in L-428, L-540 and
U-HO1 but not in L-1236 (Fig. 1C). While the levels of
SIX1 RNA and protein correlate in L-428, L-540 and
L-1236, the discrepant expression levels in U-HO1 may
suggest posttranslational regulation in this cell line.
Statistical analysis of in silico expression data for
SIX1 (dataset GSE12453) indicated significantly enhanced
values (p < 0.022) as compared to B-cells from healthy
donors and demonstrated overexpression in 2/17 (12%)
of HL patients (Fig. 1D). Aberrant overexpression in both
patients and cell lines indicts SIX1 in the pathology of HL.
This prompted further examination of the regulation and
function of this homeobox gene using SIX1-positive cell
lines as models.

Genomic and promoter analyses of SIX1
The SIX1 gene is located at chromosomal band
14q23.1. To detect potential genomic aberrations at SIX1
in HL we performed fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) analyses using BAC probes covering coding
and flanking regions (Fig. 2A), and whole chromosome
painting (WCP) probes to highlight chromosome 14
(Fig. 2B). Together, these data excluded chromosomal
rearrangements at the SIX1 locus in L-428, L-540 and
U-HO1 (data not shown for L-540), but demonstrated copy
number gains in L-428 and L-540. Consistently, RQ-PCR
analysis of genomic DNA of HL cell lines confirmed the
chromosomal data for SIX1 gene copy numbers, showing
two copies in U-HO1, three in L-540, and five in L-428
(Fig. 2C). Thus, we identified gains of wild type configured
SIX1 loci in HL cell lines which may contribute to the
aberrantly enhanced activity of this homeobox gene.
To identify transcriptional regulators contributing
to SIX1 deregulation in HL we analyzed the promoter
region of this homeobox gene using dataset GRCh37/hg19
(www.genome-euro.ucsc.edu). This exercise revealed
several potential TF binding sites including one for the
B-cell specific regulator MEF2C at -5593 bp (Fig. 3A).
SiRNA-mediated knockdown of MEF2C in L-428 resulted
in elevated expression levels of SIX1, indicating an
inhibitory impact of MEF2C on SIX1 (Fig. 3B). Analysis
of the promoter section which contains the identified
binding site by reporter gene assay confirmed this
inhibitory role, demonstrating direct regulation of SIX1 by
MEF2C (Fig. 3A). However, genomic sequence analyses
of this MEF2C binding site in L-428, L-540 and U-HO1
cells indicated the absence of mutational alterations
(data not shown).

RESULTS
Expression analysis of SIX1
The homeobox genes MSX1 and OTX2 are
involved in the development of the neural plate border
region and deregulated in HL [7, 18–20]. Homeobox
genes of the SIX-family control development of the
neural plate border region and its subsequent formation
into placodal precursors [19, 21]. To see if members of
the six strong SIX homeobox gene family also play a
role in the pathogenesis of HL we first analyzed their
expression in microdissected HL patient samples in
silico using two different public datasets (GSE12453,
Suppl. Fig. 1A and GSE39134, Suppl. Fig. 1B) [22, 23].
Both sets of these gene expression data demonstrated
SIX1 and SIX3 overexpression in subsets of HL patients
while SIX2, SIX4, SIX5 and SIX6 showed inconspicuous
expression levels.
Expression profiling analysis of seven HL cell lines
indicated overexpression exclusively of SIX1 in four
cases (Fig. 1A). Quantification of SIX1 transcripts in
these HL cell lines by RQ-PCR demonstrated enhanced
values in L-428, L-540, L-1236 and U-HO1, supporting
the profiling data and showing that L-428 and U-HO1
express the highest levels (Fig. 1B). RQ-PCR analysis
of primary hematopoietic cells and tissues detected SIX1
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Figure 1: Expression of SIX1 in HL. A. Heatmap of profiling data for SIX genes in HL cell lines demonstrates enhanced expression
of SIX1 in L-428, L-540, L-1236, and U-HO1. B. RQ-PCR analysis of SIX1 in HL cell lines (left) and primary hematopoietic cells and
tissues (right), demonstrating aberrantly enhanced SIX1 expression in L-428. C. Western blot analysis of HL cell lines demonstrates strong
SIX1 expression in L-428 and weak expression in L-540 and U-HO1. TUBA served as loading control. D. In silico expression analysis of
SIX1 in primary samples obtained from HL patients and from healthy donors (GSE12453). The data indicate significantly enhanced SIX1
expression levels in HL patients and show SIX1 overexpression in two patients (arrows) as compared to normal B-cells.

SIX1 regulation via phosphorylation of MEF2C by
MAPK7.
The expression of MEF2C was quantified in HL
cell lines by RQ-PCR, demonstrating varying transcript
levels (Fig. 3E). The analysis of MEF2C expression levels
in primary hematopoietic cells and tissues in comparison
to HL cell line L-428 is shown in Fig. 3E. MEF2C
expression increases in step with B-cell differentiation
as indicated by a two-fold enhanced transcript level in
B-cells as compared to BM. In T-cells no MEF2C RNA
was detectable at all, supporting its B-cell specific role in
lymphoid development. The level of MEF2C transcripts
in L-428 is even lower as compared to BM, indicating
aberrant downregulation in this B-cell malignancy.
Accordingly, in silico analysis of MEF2C expression in
HL patient samples relative to B-cells from healthy donors
demonstrated significantly reduced levels in HL (Fig. 3F).

The activity of MEF2C protein is regulated by
posttranslational modifications including acetylation and
phosphorylation. Phosphorylation by MAPK7/ERK5
supports the potential of MEF2C to activate transcription
[24]. In contrast, acetylation of MEF2C enhances its
inhibitory activity and deacetylation by HDAC9 reverses
this effect [25, 26]. To analyze the impact of protein
acetylation on SIX1 expression we treated HL cell
lines L-428, L-540 and U-HO1 with HDAC-inhibitor
Trichostatin A (TSA). Subsequent RQ-PCR analysis
demonstrated suppression of SIX1 transcription (Fig. 3C),
confirming the likely impact of HDAC activity on SIX1
expression via MEF2C. To analyze the influence of
protein phosphorylation on SIX1 expression we treated
HL cell lines L-428, L-540 and U-HO1 with MAPK7inhibitor XMD8–92. RQ-PCR analysis demonstrated
suppression of SIX1 transcription (Fig. 3D), supporting
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Figure 2: Chromosomal and genomic analysis of SIX1. A. FISH analysis of the SIX1 locus in L-428 (left) and U-HO1 (right)

using flanking and covering probes indicates absence of chromosome 14q23 translocations. The names of used BAC clone probes and their
labelled colors are indicated. Arrows highlight the SIX1 loci hybridizing all three probes. B. FISH analysis in L-428, L-540, and U-HO1
using a SIX1 probe in combination with a WCP probe for chromosome 14 indicates five SIX1 copies in L-428, three copies in L-540 and
two copies in U-HO1. Arrows highlight the SIX1 loci. C. Quantification of SIX1 genes by RQ-PCR in genomic DNA of L-428, L-540, and
U-HO1 confirmes the copy numbers in these cell lines as indicated by FISH analysis. The calculated p-values are indicated by asterisks
(*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n.s. no significance).

Network analysis

Analysis of the same dataset for HDAC9 and MAPK7
demonstrated for HL patients significantly reduced and
elevated expression levels, respectively (Fig. 3F). Thus, we
observed in HL aberrantly reduced MEF2C expression and
altered levels of two MEF2C-modifiers which collectively
degrade the inhibitory potential of this B-cell specific TF.
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

To identify both additional upstream factors (de)
regulating SIX1 expression and downstream target
genes of SIX1 in HL we performed expression profiling
of SIX1-positive cell lines (L-428, L-540, U-HO1) and
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Figure 3: MEF2C inhibits SIX1 in HL. A. The regulatory upstream region of SIX1 contains several potential binding sites for TFs,

including MEF2C at -5593 bp (UCSC Genome Bioinformatics). Reporter gene assay analysis of this binding site in L-428 cells (insert)
demonstrates an inhibitory impact of MEF2C on SIX1 transcription. B. RQ-PCR analysis after siRNA-mediated knockdown of MEF2C in
L-428 cells resulted in increased SIX1 expression, indicating suppression of SIX1 by MEF2C. C. RQ-PCR analysis of SIX1 transcripts in
HL cell lines after treatment with HDAC-inhibitor TSA shows decreased expression levels. D. RQ-PCR analysis of SIX1 transcripts after
treatment of HL cell lines with MAPK7-inhibitor XMD8–92 shows decreased expression levels. E. RQ-PCR quantification of MEF2C
transcripts in HL cell lines (left) and primary hematopoietic cells and tissues (right) demonstrates reduced expression of MEF2C in L-428
as compared to BM and B-cells. F. In silico expression analysis of MEF2C (left), HDAC9 (middle), and MAPK7 (right) in primary samples
obtained from HL patients and from healthy donors (GSE12453). The data indicate significantly reduced expression levels of MEF2C and
HDAC9 and enhanced levels of MAPK7 in HL patients as compared to normal B-cells.
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controls (HDLM-2, KM-H2, SUP-HD1). The comparison
of both groups yielded two lists showing genes with
respective elevated and reduced expression intensities of
at least 4-fold (Suppl. Tables 1A, 1B). Selected candidates
comprised the overexpressed genes GATA2, SIX1, and
WNT3 and downregulated genes FGF2, HDAC9, SPIB,
and TGFBR3. Reduced expression levels of HDAC9 in
SIX1-positive cell lines correspond to MEF2C modulation
supporting our data as described above. The other
gene candidates were examined in more detail and are
discussed below.
Most homeobox genes are regulated during
development by multiple conserved signalling pathways
[27, 28]. To examine if the FGF2-, TGFb- and WNTpathways are involved in the regulation of SIX1 expression
we treated L-428 and U-HO1 cells with recombinant
FGF2, TGFb and WNT5B proteins for 20 h. While the
expression level of SIX1 did not change significantly
after treatment with FGF2 and TGFb, SIX1 transcription
increased clearly after WNT5B treatment in both cell
lines (Fig. 4A). Moreover, treatment of L-428 and U-HO1
with WNT-signalling inhibitor IWR mediated reduction
of SIX1 expression (Fig. 4B), supporting an activatory
impact of the WNT-signalling pathway on SIX1 in HL.

transcription. Expression analysis of GATA2 in HL cell
lines indicated variable transcript levels with HDLM-2
and L-428 showing the highest values (Fig. 5A). However,
FISH analyses in HDLM-2 excluded chromosomal
aberrations at the GATA2 locus (data not shown).
Expression of GATA2 in primary hematopoietic cells and
tissues was high in BM and absent or low in B-/T-cells
(Fig. 5A), indicating its downregulation during lymphoid
development. Consistently, GATA2 is a regulator of early
hematopoietic development [29]. Aberrant upregulation of
GATA2 during lymphoid development may inhibit B-cell
differentiation [30], representing one possible mechanism
of transforming activity of SIX1 in HL.
GATA3 is an hematopoietic regulator of T-cell
development and aberrantly activated in HL [17, 31].
Therefore, we analyzed GATA3 expression after
knockdown of SIX1 in HL cell line L-428 as well,
surprisingly showing that SIX1 mediates inhibition of
GATA3 (Fig. 5B). In primary cells GATA3 was weakly
expressed in BM and B-cells but highly activated in
T-cells (Fig. 5B), supporting a regulatory role in T-cell
differentiation. L-428 cells showed higher GATA3 levels
as compared to BM and B-cells although SIX1 mediates
reduction of GATA3 in this cell line. Of note, L-1236 cells
express the highest level of GATA3 and SIX1 protein
expression therein evidenced downregulation (see above).
Furthermore, the remarkable expression of SIX1 in the
thymus combined with its absence in T-cells, as shown
above (Fig. 1B), suggests that the identified inhibitory role
of SIX1 for GATA3 may operate physiologically in early
T-cell differentiation.
To determine the impact of SIX1 on SPIB we
quantified SPIB transcripts after siRNA-mediated

SIX1 (de)regulates lymphopoietic transcription
factors
Next we examined if candidate transcription factors
GATA2 and SPIB are target genes of SIX1 in HL. In
accordance with such a role, siRNA-mediated knockdown
of SIX1 resulted in reduced expression of GATA2
(Fig. 5A), demonstrating that SIX1 activates GATA2

Figure 4: WNT-signalling activates SIX1 expression in HL. A. RQ-PCR analysis of L-428 and U-HO1 cells after treatment with
FGF2, TGFb and WNT5B demonstrates activation of SIX1 expression by the WNT-pathway. B. RQ-PCR analysis of L-428 and U-HO1
cells after treatment with WNT-signalling inhibitor IWR confirms activation of SIX1 expression by WNT-signalling.
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget
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Figure 5: SIX1 regulates expression of GATA2 and GATA3. A. RQ-PCR analysis of GATA2 after siRNA-mediated knockdown
of SIX1 in L-428 cells (left), demonstrating activation of GATA2 transcription by SIX1. Western blot analysis (left) confirmed reduced
SIX1 expression after siRNA-mediated knockdown in L-428 cells. Quantification of GATA2 by RQ-PCR in HL cell lines (middle) and
primary hematopoietic cells and tissues (right), demonstrating aberrant GATA2 expression in L-428 as compared to B-cells. B. RQ-PCR
analysis of GATA3 after siRNA-mediated knockdown of SIX1 in L-428 cells (left), demonstrating suppression of GATA3 transcription by
SIX1. Quantification of GATA3 by RQ-PCR in HL cell lines (middle) and primary hematopoietic cells and tissues (right), demonstrating
GATA3 overexpression in L-428 as compared to B-cells.
knockdown of SIX1 in L-428 (Fig. 6A), showing
increased expression levels. Correspondingly, forced
expression of SIX1 in (SIX1-negative) SUP-HD1
cells inhibited expression levels of SPIB (Fig. 6A).
Collectively, these data show that SIX1 inhibits SPIB
transcription. Sequence analysis of the promoter
region of SPIB identified two potential SIX1 binding
sites. Therefore, reporter gene assay of a genomic
fragment comprising both sites was performed in L-540
cells (Fig. 6B). Forced expression of SIX1 reduced
the reporter gene activity demonstrating that SIX1
suppresses SPIB directly.
Quantification of SPIB expression in HL cell lines
demonstrated variable transcript levels with HDLM-2
showing the highest, L-540 and L-1236 the lowest
values (Fig. 6C). In primary cells SPIB showed highest
expression levels in LN, T- and B-cells while BM and
thymus expressed lower levels, indicating that SPIB
represents a late lymphoid differentiation factor (Fig. 6C).
In silico expression analysis of SPIB demonstrated

www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

significantly reduced transcript levels in HL patients as
compared to germinal center B-cells of healthy donors,
and SIX1-positive HL patients express lower levels as
compared to SIX1-negative patients (Fig. 6D). Therefore,
SIX1 contributes to the observed aberrant suppression of
SPIB in HL.
Comparative expression profiling analysis revealed
no significant difference in MSX1 expression between
SIX1-positive and -negative HL cell lines (see above).
Nevertheless, MSX1 represents together with SIX1
master regulators in the neural plate border region and is
deregulated in HL as well [7, 19, 20]. To analyze a potential
regulatory relation between SIX1 and MSX1 we performed
siRNA-mediated knockdown of MSX1 in L-428. However,
SIX1 expression emerged unaltered discounting SIX1
regulation by MSX1 (Fig. 7A). In contrast, siRNA-mediated
knockdown of SIX1 resulted in reduced expression levels
of MSX1 (Fig. 7A), demonstrating an activating impact
of SIX1 on MSX1 expression and revealing MSX1 as an
additional gene deregulated by SIX1 in HL.
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Figure 6: SIX1 inhibits SPIB expression in HL. A. RQ-PCR analysis of SPIB after siRNA-mediated knockdown of SIX1 in L-428
cells (left), demonstrating suppression of SPIB transcription by SIX1. Forced expression of SIX1 in SUP-HD1 cells results in reduced
expression of SPIB (right), supporting its suppressive potential. B. Sequence analysis of the SPIB promoter region revealed two potential
SIX1 binding sites at –892 bp and –320 bp (marked in red). Reporter gene assay analysis of these binding sites demonstrates an inhibitory
impact of SIX1 on SPIB transcription (right). C. Quantification of SPIB by RQ-PCR in HL cell lines (left) and primary hematopoietic
cells and tissues (right), demonstrating reduced SPIB expression in L-428 as compared to B-cells and LN. D. In silico expression analysis
of SPIB in primary samples obtained from HL patients and from germinal center-B-cells of healthy donors (left, GSE12453). The data
indicate significantly reduced SPIB expression levels in HL patients. In silico expression analysis of SPIB in primary samples, obtained
from SIX1-positive and SIX1-negative HL patients (right, GSE12453). The data indicate significantly reduced SPIB expression levels in
SIX1-positive HL patients.
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Figure 7: Analysis of MSX1 regulation and of SIX1-cofactors EYA1 and TLE4. A. RQ-PCR analysis of SIX1 after
siRNA-mediated knockdown of MSX1 in L-428 cells (above) demonstrates absence of regulation. RQ-PCR analysis of MSX1 after
siRNA-mediated knockdown of SIX1 in L-428 cells (below) demonstrating activation of MSX1 by SIX1. B. Heatmap of profiling data
for EYA genes (above) and TLE genes (below) in HL cell lines demonstrates elevated expression of EYA1, TLE1 and TLE4 expression in
L-428 (indicated in red letters). C. Quantification of EYA1 by RQ-PCR in HL cell lines (above) and primary hematopoietic cells and tissues
(middle), demonstrating EYA1 overexpression in L-428. Quantification of TLE4 by RQ-PCR in HL cell lines (below) shows elevated TLE4
expression in L-428. D. RQ-PCR analysis of MSX1 after siRNA-mediated knockdown of EYA1 in L-428 cells (above), demonstrating
activation of MSX1 transcription by SIX1-cofactor EYA1. RQ-PCR analysis of SPIB after siRNA-mediated knockdown of TLE4 in L-428
cells (below) demonstrates suppression of SPIB transcription by SIX1-cofactor TLE4.
Thus, we have identified both positive and
negative target genes of homeodomain TF SIX1 in HL.
In embryonal development of the placodal region SIX1
mediates target gene activation by interaction with EYA
proteins and suppression by interaction with TLE proteins
[32]. To examine if these physiological interactions
are conserved in HL, we first analyzed which of these
cofactors are present in HL cells. Expression profiling
data revealed that EYA1, TLE1, TLE3 and TLE4 are
well expressed in HL cell lines (Fig. 7B). RQ-PCR
analyses confirmed the profiling data, showing that L-428
expresses EYA1 and TLE4 (Fig. 7C). Of note, EYA1
exhibited high expression levels in BM and thymus
indicating a physiological role in early hematopoiesis
and T-cell development (Fig. 7C). The expression level
of EYA1 in L-428 demonstrated higher values indicating
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

aberrant overexpression. SiRNA-mediated knockdown of
EYA1 in L-428 resulted in reduced expression of MSX1
implicating EYA1 in its coactivation along with SIX1
(Fig. 7D). SiRNA-mediated knockdown of TLE4 resulted
in enhanced expression of SPIB, indicating a corepressive
function (Fig. 7D). Thus, our data support the conclusion
that SIX1 operates in HL as activatory and inhibitory TF
according to the particular interacting cofactor involved.

DISCUSSION
The results of this study are summarized in a
gene regulatory network (GRN) as shown in Fig. 8. The
deregulated homeobox gene SIX1 is located at a central
position, activated by copy number gains at chromosome
14q23 and by the WNT-signalling pathway, but inhibited
40120
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Figure 8: Gene regulatory network (GRN) of SIX1 in HL. This GRN summarizes the results obtained in our study. SIX1 is
located at a central position targeted by copy number gains. The WNT-signalling pathway (dashed line) activates SIX1 expression. MEF2C
regulates SIX1 transcription depending on posttranslational modifications by MAPK7 (inhibits the suppressive function of MEF2C) and
HDAC9 (activates the suppressive function of MEF2C). Target genes regulated by SIX1 include GATA3, MSX1, GATA2, and SPIB. Their
deregulation may inhibit B-cell differentiation processes. EYA1 and TLE4 may operate as activatory and inhibitory cofactors, respectively.
Red: elevated expression level, green: reduced expression level.
by the TF MEF2C. MEF2C expression is reduced in HL
and its inhibitory potential diminished accordingly. Target
gene regulation of SIX1 includes activation of GATA2 and
MSX1 and repression of GATA3 and SPIB. Collectively,
this aberrant GRN disturbed the lymphoid development
which supports the observed phenotype of HRS cells of
compromised B-cell differentiation.
SIX genes belong to the SINE class of homeobox
genes numbering six members in human defining three
subgroups: SIX1/2, SIX3/6, and SIX4/5 [1, 2]. The
class-specific SIX-domain is located N-terminal of the
homeodomain which belongs to the K50 class - both
domains implementing protein-protein interactions [2, 33].
SIX genes regulate proliferation and differentiation and
are part of a conserved GRN mediating development
of the retina in addition to other placodal progenies
[19, 20, 33]. Mutations in SIX genes have been detected
in genetic disorders showing developmental defects in
eyes, pituitary, ear and brain. Moreover, SIX genes are
deregulated in several types of malignancies, including
breast cancer and hepatocellular carcinoma (SIX1), lung
cancer (SIX2), chondrosarcoma (SIX3), and acute T-cell
leukemia (SIX6) [2]. Here, we have shown that SIX1 is
aberrantly activated in HL and supports lymphomagenesis
via deregulation of developmental genes.
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

The SIX1 locus at chromosome 14q23
demonstrated genomic gains in HL cells, indicating
an activating role for aberrant SIX1 expression. This
chromosomal region is amplified in HL in addition to
other B-cell malignancies including acute lymphoblastic
leukemia and diffuse large B-cell lymphoma [34–36].
However, deregulated target genes have not been hitherto
identified in these malignant entities. Copy number
alterations have been described in HL for several loci
which show corresponding transcriptional deregulation
of putative target genes, including gains at 2p15 (REL),
9p24 (JAK2) and 14q22 (OTX2) and deletions at 16q12
(CYLD) and Xp21 (CYBB) [18, 37–41]. Therefore,
copy number variations represent a characteristic
chromosomal abnormality in HL which unlike other
common lymphomas eschews recurrent chromosome
translocations.
During development of the preplacodal region
SIX1 is regulated by several pathways including WNTsignalling [19]. Our data show that this pathway also
modulates SIX1 expression in HL. In the embryonal
setting the WNT-pathway mediates inhibition of SIX1
expression, contrasting with its activatory role in HL.
While several aberrantly activated signalling pathways
have been reported in HL, the WNT pathway has only
40121
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The embryonal neural plate border region generates
the neural crest and placodes which subsequently form
major parts of the developing head including the jaw
and the sensory nerves and organs [20]. SIX1 represents
a master regulator of the preplacodal region during
embryogenesis [19, 20]. Additional genes involved
in both the development of these structures and the
pathogenesis of HL includes MSX1, OTX2, GATA3,
and FOXC1 [7, 16–18, 23, 43, 55, 56]. Thus, we observe
conspicuous coincidence of genes and GRNs between this
particular embryonal region and lymphoid development/
malignancies. Furthermore, the evolutionary emergence
of these fundamental cranial structures roughly coincided
with lymphocytes which represent the adaptive immune
system [57–61]. This situation may have abetted the
coevolution of developmental innovations by deployment
of the same pre-existing GRNs, nowadays reflected
by their identical usage of several TFs in physiological
development. Additional TFs manifesting this striking
coincidence have been identified and are subject to
ongoing research in our lab.
In this study, we identified SIX1 as a novel
oncogene in HL disturbing B-cell differentiation by
deregulation of basic developmental TF genes. We also
highlight a role for SIX1 in early T-cell development via
regulation of GATA3. Furthermore, our results reveal
similarities of GRNs mediating T/B-cell lymphopoiesis,
lymphomagenesis and the embryonal development of the
neural plate border region, indicating cooption of genes
and their regulatory interactions in both settings.

recently been implicated in HL [42,43]. Cell lines
may serve as models to investigate its regulation and
function in HL.
MEF2C encodes a MADS-box TF expressed in
spleen, muscle and heart and is accordingly involved in
B-cell differentiation [44–46]. Knockout experiments
in mice have demonstrated basic functions of MEF2C
in proliferation and survival during B-cell development
[47]. Aberrant activation has been reported in acute
T-cell leukemia, whereby MEF2C is directly regulated
by an oncogenic homeodomain TF, NKX2–5, or targeted
by genomic deletions of non-coding regulatory regions
[48–50]. Thus, physiologically MEF2C mediates
lymphoid development of the B-cell lineage. Target
genes of MEF2C are variously activated or repressed
- the transcriptional activity is regulated by particular
posttranslational modifications. Phosphorylation by
MAPK7/ERK5 inhibits while acetylation enhances the
repressive activity of the MEF2C protein [24–26]. Our
data show in HL reduced MEF2C expression in addition to
enhanced expression of MAPK7 and reduced expression
of HDAC9 which deacetylates MEF2C. These findings
together with the results of pharmacological inhibition of
MAPK7 and HDACs indicate that reduced suppressive
activity of MEF2C in HL promote SIX1 transcription in
this B-cell malignancy. Aberrantly expressed MAPK7
has been recently identified in primary HRS cells at the
protein level where it may activate the clustered homeobox
gene HOXB9 [51]. Of note, physiological expression of
MEF2C is detectable in the spleen but not in the thymus
[44]. In contrast, expression of murine SIX1 is detectable
in the thymus but not in the spleen (Suppl. Fig. 2), showing
inverse expression patters. These findings, together with
the results generated in this study demonstrating inhibition
of GATA3 by SIX1, support a physiological role for
SIX1 in early T-cell development which is suppressed by
MEF2C in the development of B-cells.
SIX1 regulates its target genes in concert with
cofactors [2], namely EYA1 and TLE4 which respectively
enable activation or inhibition of SIX1 target genes in
embryonal placodal precursor cells [32]. Our data support
this dualistic mode of gene regulation in HL as shown for
MSX1 and SPIB. Of note, SIX1 and EYA1 are targets
of the onco-fusiongene MLL-ENL in leukemia [52],
highlighting their role in hematopoietic malignancies.
However, no common MLL-fusion genes were detected
in HL cell lines L-428, L-540 or U-HO1 (Suppl. Fig. 3),
specifically excluding this mechanism of aberrant gene
activation. Nevertheless, these SIX1-cofactor interactions
are performed by the SIX-domain and may have
therapeutic implications [33]. The approach to inhibit
oncogenic protein-protein interactions by particular
peptides or small molecules has been realized for BCL6
in diffuse large B-cell lymphoma and may be applicable
to SIX1 as well, disturbing its oncogenic transcriptional
activity [53, 54].
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Expression profiling
The GEO datasets GSE12453 [22] and GSE39134
[23] were used for in silico expression analysis of primary
microdissected HRS cells obtained from HL patients
and healthy donors. They were generated using the HG
U133 Plus 2.0 gene chip platform from Affymetrix.
Supplemented online tools at the National Center for
Biotechnology Information were used for data analysis
[62]. Additionally, we used R-based tools to calculate
correlations statistically and to illustrate the data by
boxplots (http://cran.r-project.org/).
Gene expression microarray profiling data of cell
lines were obtained using the HG U133 Plus 2.0 gene
chip (Affymetrix, High Wycombe, UK). Datasets for HL
cell lines HDLM-2, KM-H2, L428, L-540, L-1236 and
SUP-HD1 were generated by Prof. Andreas Rosenwald
(Institute of Pathology, University of Würzburg, Germany)
as described previously [51]. Datasets for HL cell line
U-HO1 were generated by Dr. Robert Geffers (Genome
Analytics Facility, Helmholtz Centre for Infection
Research, Braunschweig, Germany). Data for all 7 HL
cell lines are publicly available in the supplement of a
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recent publication [18]. Data analysis was performed
using Microsoft Excel. For creation of heat maps we used
CLUSTER version 2.11 and TREEVIEW version 1.60
(http://rana.lbl.gov/EisenSoftware.htm).

Mannheim, Germany). For genomic copy number
quantification we used the following oligonucleotides
hybridizing within the coding region of the SIX1 gene:
forward 5′-TTACGCAGGAGCAAGTGGCG-3′, reverse
5′-CGCTCTCGTTCTTGTGCAGG-3′. As reference
we used the MEF2C gene as reported previously [49].
Standard deviations are presented in the figures as error
bars. The statistical significance was assessed by Student’s
T-Test and the calculated p-values are indicated by
asterisks (*p < 0.05, **p < 0.01, ***p < 0.001, n.s. no
significance).

Cell lines and treatments
HL cell lines are held by the DSMZ (Braunschweig,
Germany) and were cultivated as described previously
[63]. Treatments of cell lines were performed for 20 h
with 10 μg/ml Trichostatin A (TSA) (Sigma, Taufkirchen,
Germany), 10 μM XMD8–92 (Biozol, Eching, Germany),
10 μM IWR1 (R&D Systems, Wiesbaden, Germany),
20 ng/ml recombinant human Bone Morphogenic
Protein 4 (BMP4) protein, 20 ng/ml Fibroblast Growth
Factor 2 (FGF2) protein, 20 ng/ml Transforming Growth
Factor beta (TGFb), or 20 ng/ml WNT5B protein (R&D
Systems). Gene specific siRNA oligonucleotides and
AllStars negative Control siRNA (siControl) were obtained
from Qiagen (Hilden, Germany). Expression constructs
for MEF2C and SIX1 were cloned into the vector
pCMV6-XL5 and obtained from Origene (Wiesbaden,
Germany). SiRNAs (80 pmol), expression constructs
(2 μg), reporter constructs (1 μg), and luciferase reporter
construct (200 ng) were transfected into 1×106 cells by
electroporation using the EPI-2500 impulse generator
(Fischer, Heidelberg, Germany) at 350 V for 10 ms.
Treated cells were subsequently harvested after 20 h.

Protein analyses
Western blots were generated by the semi-dry
method. Proteins obtained from cell line lysates using
SIGMAFast protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma) were
transferred onto nitrocellulose membranes (Bio-Rad,
München, Germany) and blocked with 5% dry milk
powder dissolved in phosphate-buffered-saline buffer
(PBS). The following antibodies were used: alphaTubulin (Sigma), and SIX1 (Novus Biologicals Europe,
Cambridge, UK). For loading control the blots were
stained with Poinceau (Sigma) and then detection of
alpha-Tubulin (TUBA) was performed. Secondary
antibodies were linked to peroxidase for detection by
Western-Lightning-ECL (Perkin Elmer, Waltham, MA,
USA). Documentation was performed using the digital
system ChemoStar Imager (INTAS, Göttingen, Germany).

Polymerase chain-reaction (PCR) analyses

Chromosomal analysis

Total RNA was extracted using TRIzol
reagent (Invitrogen, Darmstadt, Germany). Primary
human material used in this study was commercially
obtained - total human RNA isolated from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBC), thymus, lymph node (LN),
and bone marrow (BM) from Clontech (SaintGermain-en-Laye, France), and RNA from peripheral
CD19-positive B-cells and CD3-positive T-cells from
Miltenyi Biotec (Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). cDNA
was synthesized from 5 μg RNA by random priming using
Superscript II (Invitrogen).
Qualitative reverse transcription (RT) PCR was
performed using taqpol (Qiagen), oligonucleotides as
described elsewhere [64], and the thermocycler TGradient
(Biometra, Göttingen, Germany). Amplification of ETV6
served as positive control.
Real-time quantitative gene expression analysis
(RQ-PCR) was performed with the 7500 Real-time
System, using commercial buffer and primer sets (Applied
Biosystems, Darmstadt, Germany). Quantification of
MSX1 was performed as described recently [7]. For
normalization of expression levels we analyzed the
transcript of TATA box binding protein (TBP). Quantitative
analyses were performed in triplicate. Preparation of
genomic DNA was performed using the High Pure
PCR Template Preparation Kit (Roche Diagnostics,
www.impactjournals.com/oncotarget

Chromosomal analysis by fluorescent in-situ
hybridization (FISH) was performed as described
previously [65]. RP11-BAC clones were obtained from
BacPac Resources, Children’s Hospital Oakland Research
Institute (CA, USA), insert DNA harvested using the Big
BAC DNA Kit (Princeton Separations, Adelphia, NJ,
USA) and directly labelled by nick translation with dUTPfluors (Dyomics, Jena, Germany). Whole chromosome
paint (WCP) probes were obtained from Applied Spectral
Imaging (Neckarhausen, Germany). Fluorescent images
were captured and analyzed with an Axio-Imager
microscope (Zeiss, Göttingen, Germany) configured to
a dual Spectral Imaging FISH system (Applied Spectral
Imaging).

Reporter gene assay
For creation of reporter gene constructs we
combined a reporter with regulatory genomic fragments
derived from the upstream regions of SIX1 and SPIB.
We cloned genomic PCR products of the corresponding
upstream regions (regulator) and of the HOXA9
gene, comprising exon1-intron1-exon2 (reporter),
into the HindIII/BamHI and EcoRI sites, respectively,
of the expression vector pcDNA3 downstream
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of the CMV enhancer [7]. The oligonucleotides
used for the amplification of the SIX1-regulator
were obtained from MWG Eurofins (Ebersberg,
Germany) and the sequences were as follows: forward
5′-AGAAGCTTGGGAGAAGTTTCAAATTACTAGG-3′,
reverse 5′-ATGGATCCGAGGCCCAGTGACAAGGA
AAGC-3′. The oligonucleotides used for the amplification
of the SPIB-regulator were as follows: forward
5′-GGAAGCTTCTGGAAGACCAGGAGCAGCTC-3′,
reverse
5′-GCCCGCTGCAGCCGCCAACC-3′.
Constructs were validated by sequence analysis (MWG
Eurofins). Commercial HOXA9 and TBP assays were used
for RQ-PCR to quantify the spliced reporter-transcript,
corresponding to the regulator activity. A cotransfected
commercial luciferase construct served as transfection
control and was quantified by the Luciferase Assay System
(Promega, Mannheim, Germany) using the luminometer
Lumat LB9501 (Berthold Technologies, Bad Wildbad,
Germany).
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